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 Package Diagrams

 Block Definition Diagrams (bdd)

 Internal Block Diagrams (ibd)

 Parametric Diagrams



 Used to organize the model
◦ Groups elements of the same type in namespaces

◦ Criteria for organization:

 System hierarchy

 Diagram types

 Deliverables

 Can contain:
◦ Views (imports model elements from various 

packages)

◦ Viewpoints (stakeholder perspective)







 Basic structural 
element

 Unifying concept to 
describe the structure 
of:
◦ System
◦ Hardware
◦ Software
◦ Data
◦ Procedure
◦ Facility
◦ Person

 Can be described by:
◦ Properties (parts, values, 

references, ports)

◦ Operations

◦ Constraints

◦ User defined 
compartments

◦ Etc. 



 Parts
◦ Usage of a block in the context of the enclosing 

block (composition)

 References
◦ A part that is not owned by the enclosing block (not 

composition) 

◦ Example –aggregation of components into logical 
subsystem 

 Values
◦ A quantifiable property with units, dimensions

◦ Ex: tirePressure:psi=30 



 Specify interaction points on blocks and parts 
◦ Integrate behavior with structure 

◦ portName:TypeName



 Describes the relationship among blocks (e.g.
composition, association, specialization)

 The focus is on definition

 Can be done at various independent tiers
(whole system – high abstraction layer,
hardware, software etc.)



Go to ibd





 Describes the internal structure of a sub-
system (block) in terms of its parts, ports and 
connectors 

 The focus is on usage. 



Back to bdd



 Parametric diagram represent the usage of
the constraints in an analysis context
◦ Binding of constraint parameters to value properties

of blocks (e.g., vehicle mass bound to parameter
‘m’ in F= m ×a)

 Used to express constraints (equations)
between value properties
◦ Provide support for engineering analysis (e.g.,

performance, reliability)

◦ Facilitate identification of critical performance
properties



 Create systems of equations that can
constrain the properties of a block.

 Are created as internal diagrams of constraint
blocks.





Parametric diagram for the previous bdd



1) Draw a simple analysis context (block definition
diagram) using composite associations, including
blocks like "Boat," "Car," and "Engine“, showing that a
"Car" must have one "Engine," and a "Boat" may have
between one and two "Engines.“ Include appropriate
properties in the blocks.

2) A block “Gas” has 2 properties, “pressure” and
“volume”, that are inversely proportional to each
other. Create in AstahSysML an appropriate
constraint block to represent the relationship and
use it in a parametric diagram for “Gas” to constrain
“pressure” and“volume”.



3) In this exercise you will develop systems
engineering representations in SysML relevant to
the operation of fighter jet taking off and landing
on an aircraft carrier.
◦ Create a block diagram hierarchy for the system (choose

your tier).
◦ Create an internal block diagram for one of the sub-

systems above.
◦ Develop the lower-level requirements into set of

constraints that can be evaluated against the attribute
values for the carrier. To the extent possible, identify
typical values (or ranges of these values) that will occur
in practice (aircraft mass and acceleration, breaking and
thrust forces) and evaluate the mathematical constraints.



 Useful links:
◦ http://astah.net/resources/documents/SySML-

Tutorial.pdf

◦ http://www.omgsysml.org/INCOSE-OMGSysML-
Tutorial-Final-090901.pdf

◦ http://science.howstuffworks.com/aircraft-
carrier4.htm

http://astah.net/resources/documents/SySML-Tutorial.pdf
http://www.omgsysml.org/INCOSE-OMGSysML-Tutorial-Final-090901.pdf
http://science.howstuffworks.com/aircraft-carrier4.htm

